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Chair Garr and Commissioners: 
 
I thank you for your thoughtful approach and questions last night at the 
first public session on the draft of “Healthy Ecosystems.”  One of best 
advantages coming from this community engagement on our environment 
will be the educational opportunity as we delve deeper into these issues, 
hopefully in a collaborative fashion, to understand how to responsibly care 
for our natural resources.  And to know why we are doing this. 
 
At the very end of your meeting last night, I planned to take the opportunity 
you afforded the audience to say a few words.  However, I received an 
urgent call regarding a family member and I apologize for my departure at 
the conclusion of the Commission’s meeting. 
 
I could not help but wonder what will be the transforming agent for 
creating the optimistic “vision” among us?  The effectiveness of how this 
Comprehensive Plan is implemented?   The background and history of 
“Healthy Ecosystems” paints a very flattering image of how we citizens 
have cared for and cherished our natural resources.  A reader not living 
here and witnessing the current conditions of our watersheds would 
wonder with such a laudatory legacy why we even need the following 
eleven pages of goals, policies and recommended action measures.  But 
the extent of these testify to the appraised need.  Our City has some 
ordinances like the Tree Code that give credence to values of preservation. 
But we have no evaluation on how this actually is working and whether 
the mitigation replaces numerically those trees lost.  With most of our 
codes that pertain to the environment, enforcement only follows upon 
neighborhood complaint and report—a rarity.  But a canopy coverage does 
not really get to the health of our ecosystems; just like a photo of the top of 
one’s head does not convey the health of one’s body.  Whether regulatory 
or voluntary, our community actions need be accountable for the goals that 
clearly express our values and intent.  Much of this process has inherent 
fluidity because of this integration of Sensitive Lands proposals with new 
Comprehensive Planning strategies.  How do we find incentives that really 
address work needed in a fiscally, feasible manner and also does not 
overburden administration by staff?  Can we make progress?   
 
I appreciated Ms. Brockman’s suggestion that input be derived from 
neighborhood chairs, people who touch the community pulse.  The City 
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has added numerous acres to our park and open space inventory since the 
last Comprehensive Plan in 1994.   We would be well advised to see how  
management has fared with these increased responsibilities. 
 
I would hope the Planning Commission can familiarize themselves with  
what’s on the ground and see the distinctions that must be made.  For 
instance, both Carolyn Jones and I are on residential properties with 
Sensitive Lands overlays.  But these parcels are very different.  How do we 
through code help improve the function of the land so no one in the 
Individual watershed is negatively impacted?  I defer to your creative 
oversight and imagination that will help ensure definitions and mapping 
point to balanced solutions.  What we do not want to dismiss is accurate 
data and good science.  That will be the measurement of any success or 
failure.    
 
I will be following closely the ensuing dialogue, and hope whatever words 
are finally chosen they help put hands on the ground.  Our habitat depends 
on it. 
 
Thank you again for your service to our community. 
 
Michael Buck 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


